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 Harvats font;;.Harvats TMK font; American Typeface font;; American Typewriter font;; ArTarumianMHarvatsBakhum font;; ArTarumianBakhum font;Q: Inconsistent list behavior in bash I have 2 lines of bash code that produce inconsistent results. IFS=$' ' a=`echo "a b c" | sed's/ / /g'` echo $a The above code results in: a b c However: echo "a b c" | sed's/ / /g' | while read a; do echo $a done Results
in: Why is this the case? A: The difference is in the order in which the things happen. In the first version, the IFS setting is set before the command is run, and it just happens to be set to the value of , which is the newline character. In the second version, the IFS setting is set after the command is run, but the command is executed twice - once to set it and then to set it back. If the sed command is
executed twice, the results are indeterminate. After more than a year of negotiations, a final settlement agreement was worked out between the City of Orlando and the City of Apopka over the use of the Orlando Regional Water Commission water treatment plant. The Apopka City Council had previously rejected a proposed settlement agreement between the two cities that would have allowed

Apopka to use up to 70 million gallons of water a day from the Orlando RWC plant. It was also determined that Apopka would be entitled to use up to 5.8 million gallons a day from the Oak Tree Municipal Water System, another community water system that supplies a portion of the area. After the council rejected the proposed agreement, the Orlando City Council began discussions to see if it could
accommodate the Apopka decision. And on Nov. 19, the two cities' commissioners, along with the staff of the Office of Urban and Community Development, met to hammer out a new agreement between the two cities. The City of Orlando's Department of Community Relations and Cultural Affairs planned to visit the Orlando Regional Water Commission and 82157476af
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